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 Set/ Rep Meeting Minutes 

of the School of Computing and Academic Studies  

Thursday, February 13th, 2013 

  

Chair:  Hung Le, Chair of the Computing and Academic Studies 

Set/Tech Reps 
          

Name Set Name Set 

Alex Holmes CST1A Ross Gribble CST3D 
Stuart Budd CST1B Burke Lougheed CST3C 
  Tristan Gillon CST3L 
Krystle Bulalakaw CST1C   
    
Andres Aguilar CST2B Deanna Cooney CST4A 
Stephanie Lachapelle CST2C Trevor Ware CST4B 
Emi Yamniuk CST2D   
Rene Ye CST2E   
    
Kyle Hsueh CIT2A Justin Tom CIT4B 
Sam Humphrey CIT2B   
  Ross McTague BTECH6D 
Matt Linder BTECH8H Jeff Poussard BTECH6H 
    

Staff: Amy Smith, the BCITSA Program/Clubs Coordinator; Robyn Lougheed, BCITSA Advocate 

Guest Speakers: Tariq Shobab, Chair of the School of Energy; Edwin Chan, FMA; James Pede, Games 
Development Club. 
 

Hung Le opens the meeting at 5:45 pm. 

1. New Business 
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a) Tariq Shobab  - Set Rep Training (5min)  

Due to some feedback that information disseminated at School of Energy set rep meetings is not 

reaching students consistently, Tariq offers a refresher course on the role of Set-Reps, what is expected 

of Set-Reps, and how these expectations can be accomplished. Expectations include attending 

Set/Class Rep meetings on time, disseminating information to class members, bringing forward student 

issues and complaints, reading minutes from Set/Class Rep meetings, and attending the training 

session.  

Information is best spread to classmates though a brief oral announcement during a common class, or social 

media (Facebook group for your set or Twitter). Emailing your own meeting summaries and forwarding emails 

from your chair are acceptable, but are not as optimal due to a tendency for students not to read their emails. 

b) Edwin Chan - Volunteer Tax Returns (5min)  

Edwin Chan introduces himself as a member of the BCIT Financial Management Association club. Edwin 

informs the set reps that the FMA club will be having its annual free tax clinic starting March 26th until 

April 30th. FMGT students who attend a training session by the CRA will take 30 minute appointments 

with staff and students who meet the eligibility requirements. Find these requirements and book your 

appointment at the http://bcitfma.com/. 

Tariq speaks about the Distinguished Set Rep award, and goes over the requirements of being a 

contender for this award. 

c)   James Pede from GDC- LAN Party 

Provides contact cards for students. The GDC needs volunteers to help out with LAN party for March 

7th, which is the Friday before Spring Break. Please do tell your classmates about the event and how to 

register. Register at Gamesdevelopmentclub.bcit.ca for a discounted admission fee of $7, which 

includes food and prize draw ticket. 

d) Speak up Speak Out 

This event is happening February 17th until February 21st and is designed to builds awareness around 

mental health issues, and offer resources and free services to students to help them cope with stress 

and anxiety. 

2. Question Period  

 

Q: How do we deal with lowered attendance? Concern for the instructor’s wellbeing.  

A: Have you tried speaking the instructor? Suggestions as to how lectures can be improved could be 

very helpful. Technically, there is policy about attendance at BCIT. Instructor can choose not to enforce 

this. 

 

Q: option class for fourth term; class is split into two groups. The concepts we’re learning are part of 

the project and exams, and only 2 people are coding per group, so no one else gets hands-on 

experience.  

A: Hung will follow up about this. 
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Q: What is the standard for getting marks back? 

A: 10 business days.  

Q: students did not receive lab marks back until after the final exam. 

 

3. Hung adjourns the meeting at 6:35 

4. Next Meeting will be Thursday March 6 in Council Chambers at 5:30. 
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